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DES - Data Encryption Standard

DES - a (hardware oriented) BLOCK cipher
DES was first proposed by IBM (1974) using 128 bit keys. At 1ms/GUESS. It
would take 1080 years to solve 128 bit key encryption.
The Security was reduced by NSA (the National Security Agency) to a 56 bit
key. DES gives a business safety level, using a product cipher.

The (shared) 56 bit key generates 16 subkeys, which each control a round of
encryption. DES works on 64 bit messages called blocks. If you intercept the
key, you can decode the message, however, there are about 1017 keys.



DES avalanche - 1 bit change in plaintext

Number of bits changed/64 on each round

Why not 64 bits change?



DES modes of operation

ECB, CFB and CBC
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The US government recommends not using the Electronic Codebook (ECB)
mode. They recommend Cipher Feedback (CFB) or Cipher Block Chaining
(CBC) modes.



Comparing ECB and CBC...

From Bart Praneel
Original image AES in ECB AES in CBC

The original image is encoded using ECB (AES), middle image retains some
easily retrievable information.



DES software

How to program with DES
DES is available as a library on both UNIX and Microsoft-based systems.
The Java library included DES. For C, there is typically a des.h file, which
must be included in any C source using the DES library:

#include “des.h”
// - Your calls

After initialization of the DES engine, the library provides a system call which
can both encrypt and decrypt:

int des_cbc_encrypt(clear, cipher, schedule, encrypt)

where encrypt determines if we are to encipher or decipher. The schedule
contains the secret DES key.



DES considered harmful

Or at least... weak ...
56-bit keys have 256 = 7.2× 1016 values. A brute force search looks like it
might be hard, but recent advances make it possible.

In 1997 using a network of computers on the Internet, it took a few months. In
1998, on dedicated h/w (EFF), it took a few days

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EFF_DES_cracker

In 1999, 22hrs (and so on)

How long does it take now? ... Must now consider alternatives to DES

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/EFF_DES_cracker


2DES

Lets say we wanted to use 2*56 bit keys (to get $2^{112}$
keys)

The mythical 2DES
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We could write this as E(k2,E(k1, p)), and it sounds plausible.
Unfortunately, there is an attack on this idea, known as the
meet-in-the-middle attack.



2DES attack

Meet-in-the-middle
The mythical 2DES
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1 Assume attacker has a plaintext, ciphertext pair 〈p, c〉
2 Compute a table of E(k , p) for each of the 256 keys.
3 Compute D(k , c) for each of the 256 keys.
4 For each match in the two tables, you have found a possible key, with

only 257 DES operations (ie - not 2112).

The extra level of encryption has given one extra bit of security (not 56).



Officially: “Triple DES” (commonly 3DES)

Resistant to the meet-in-the-middle attack
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The middle stage is a decryption.

Example of its use? man ssh
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AES contest

Due to rising worries about DES
In 1997 NIST called for proposals for a royalty-free and public symmetric
block cipher. In 1998 and 1999 the finalists were evaluated in public (and of
course by NSA)

The winner (Rijndael) became the FIPS 197 (Federal Information Processing
Standard 197), commonly known as AES. The standard comprises three
ciphers selected from Rijndael. The authors were two Belgians, Dr Joan
Daemen and Dr Vincent Rijmen (Rijndael is a play on their names).



AES design and properties

The AES Advanced Encryption Standard
It is a Symmetric block-based data encryption standard. The standard has a
128-bit block size.

The three block ciphers AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256 have key sizes of
128, 192 and 256 bits respectively.

It is designed to be resistant against known attacks, have speed and code
compactness on many CPUs, along with design simplicity (so it can weather
criticism).
The algorithm is specified in code form, using state, rounds, substitution,
shifts, mixing, and roundkeys...



AES avalanche - 1 bit change in plaintext

Number of bits changed/128 on each round



Key points/jargon

Summary:
DES and AES - Symmetric block ciphers

rounds
ECB, CFB, CBC
Meet-in-the-middle
keysize
Avalanche
NSA
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Simple protocols

Examples from around NUS...
1 Touch your card to the door reader, and door unlocks.
2 Put your card in an ATM and enter your PIN, and get access to your

money.

Sometimes we get problems...
Some banks used to encrypt their customer’s PIN card on the magnetic card
strip, with a key only known to the ATM. As a result, ATMs could verify cards
locally.
A programmer discovered that you could just copy a known encrypted PIN
onto the magnetic card strip for another account. This meant you could log in
to another account, using a known (your own) PIN.



Simple authentication protocol

From Anderson’s book, chapter 2...
For opening a car park gate, an infra-red token sends a message to the
access barrier (a gate) in the garage:

T → G : T ,E(kT , 〈T , n〉)

read as follows: token T sends a message to the gate G. The message is in
two parts: the token’s identity (T ), and a pair of items 〈T , n〉 encrypted using
a key for that token kT . n is a one-time value, commonly called a nonce.

When the gate receives the message, it uses the first unencrypted part to
identify the token, and then looks and retrieves the corresponding key kT .
After decrypting the second part, the gate confirms the identity, and that n is
new. If so, it raises the barrier.

Question: why n?.



Simple authentication protocol

Sometimes things like this can cause problems...
Sometimes the freshness of n is determined by the rule “Not-used-last-time”.

If so, you can just alternate messages (as in the South African gas meter
example).
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Challenge response

Challenge response protocol for password checking...

CLIENT PDC

Login network traffic

Snooping!

BAD GUY!



Challenge-response protocol in Windows

When a client wishes to use a resource...
1 ... it requests a connection and negotiates the protocol.
2 In the reply to this request the server generates and appends a random

value - this is stored in the server after the reply is sent and is known as
the challenge - different for every client connection.

3 The client then uses a hashed password, as three 56 bit DES keys, to
encrypt the challenge value, forming a 24 byte value known as the
response.

The sequence of messages:
Using the notation we have adopted:

C → S : C
S → C : n
C → S : E(kC , 〈C, n〉)

Note that kC = hash(passwordC), the hashed password from C.



Challenge-response protocol

The server then...
1 ... reproduces the above calculation, using its own value of the hashed

password and the challenge value that it kept during the initial protocol
negotiation.

2 It then checks to see if the 24 byte value it calculates matches the 24
byte value returned to it from the client.

If these values match exactly, then the client knew the correct password and
is allowed access.

There are good points about this:
1 The server never knows or stores the cleartext of the users password -

just the hashed values derived from it.
2 The cleartext password or hashed values are never transmitted over the

network - thus increasing security.



Challenge-response protocol

However, there is also a bad side:
Consider the following points:

1 The hashed values are a "password equivalent". You cannot derive the
users password from them, but they can be used in a modified client to
gain access to a server.

2 The initial protocol negotiation is generally insecure, and has been
hijacked in a range of ways. One common hijack involved convincing
the server to allow clear-text passwords.

3 Hashed values can be retrieved using a network sniffer, and they are
as-good-as passwords.



Key points/jargon

Summary:
Message notation: C → S : C,S,E(k , n)

Nonces

Simple protocols, challenge-response protocols

hashing
network sniffer
password equivalents
protocol negotiation
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